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Macroevolutionary effects due to anagenetic changes within a single lineage have been
traced in the Linograptinae from Late Wenlock single-stiped Lobog raptus? sherrardae,
through bipolar Neodiversog raptus and multibrachiate Linograptu s, to Early Devonian
compound colonies of Abi esgraptu s. The abilit y to generate a number of sicular clad ia
improved the stability of the rhabdosome, and, in the evo lution of Lino graptus, the resulting geometrical constraints were overcome by diverting their gro wth. The main lineage is
subdivided into four chronospecies displaying periods of fairly high abundance and a distinct morph ological norm . These periods were separated by intervals of comparative
scarcity, probably related to the bottlenecking of the lineage. The only instance of change
in large populations is the L. posthumu s-A. tenuiramosus phyletic transition. Speci ation
events (transformations) seem to be governed by the mechanisms of transient polymorphism, whilst periods of relati ve persistence of the norm were probably related to microevolutionary changes in monomorphi c populati ons. A disparate origin of unit characters within
the complex Abiesgraptus pattern is suggested. These characters appeared independently
and hetero chronously within the populations over the entire range of distribution of the
ancestral species to be later assembled into a single adapti ve syndrome. Cosmopolitan
distribution of both the ancestral and the daughter species implies a polycentric or a pantopic emergence of the Abiesgraptus.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last decades much attention has been paid to macroevolution as opposed to speciation, and
especially, to microevolutionary events. Theoretical considerations on the mechanisms involved in macroevolutionary changes can certainly be illuminating, but empirical examination of the instances of
macroevolution as represented in the fossil record has always been of crucial importance. It provides
a starting point for speculations as well as the criteria for the falsification of the hypotheses and explanations proposed.
The origin of the multiramous graptolite colonies within the subfamily Linograptinae is a graphic
example of macroevolution, perfectly suitable for a case study. Moreover, the generation of compound
colonies may be regarded as the most conspicuous event in the late history of the Graptoloidea.
Morphologically, the net result was transformation of the one-stiped monograptid rhabdosome into
a multiramous one, achieved through the budding of a number of secondary branches radiating from the
aperture of the sicula . This structural foundation was further developed by the formation of lateral cladia
on some of the stipes . The taxonomic effect was the appearance of three genera (Neodiversograptus,
Linograptus, and Abiesgraptus) forming a separate subfamily, the Linograptinae. The ecological results
involved the formation of a novelty - in the form of compound rhabdosomes probably adapted to living
in low energy waters. This was a great evolutionary success, and such colonies were flourishing in the
Late Silurian-Early Devonian seas .
In every respect, therefore, the emergence of linograptids represented the transspecific level of evolutionary changes. What is more, the case of the Linograptinae illustrating the mesoscale of changes is
especially instructive as it enables tracing the relations between sequential speciation and macroevolutionary processes proper. In addition to the analysis of the record, the aim of the present paper is to provide
a conceptual framework for understanding of the processes involved.

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
The change from the standard one-stiped monograptid rhabdosome to the multiramous compound
colony may be visualized as an instant process. The appearance in a siculozooid of an ability to produce
more than just a single daughter zooid by means of simultaneous budding seems morphogenetically a
relatively simple event, a possible result of a single mutation with a considerably large phenotypic effect.
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A similar mode of budding is represented by some cephalodiscid pterobranchs, e.g. by Cephalodiscus
gracilis, where an adult zooid is capable of an almost simultaneous budding of a number of daughter
individuals. They form a stellate group of bud s in different growth stages (HARMER 1905 : pI. 1, fig. 4
therein ), thus providing a living model of morphogenesis in the Linograptus colonies (URBANEK 1963 ).
However, the emergence of linograptids followed a different pathway, that of stepwise generation of
a multiramous condition. The fossil record avail able indicates that compound Linograptus colonies were
preceded by pau ciramous forms, chiefly represented by two- stiped bipolar colonies of the ance stral species
- Neodi versograptus nilssoni. It therefore seems safe to stipulate that the "technology" applied in the
macroevolutionary processes within the Lino graptinae was piec emeal rather than total , stepwise rather
than instant, producing a cumulative effect as a result of some partial improvements (see, however,
RICKARDS et al. 1994 for a different opinion as well as p. 242 herein).
Another important feature of the linograptid phylogeny is its bein g restricted to a single line of descent.
All morphological changes were realiz ed in one lineage , practically without splitting. Almost all species
belonging to the Linograptinae were sequential (chronos pecies) and , consequently, no real multiplication
of spec ies is to be found (see p. 162 for a detail ed discu ssion ).
The idea that phyl eti c evolution in a single lineage may brin g about macroevolutionary effects has
fallen in disgrace mainly due to the wide acce ptance of the punctuational model of phylogeny. As stated
by STANLEY (1979: p. 17), "the pun ctuat ional model doe s not den y the existence of phyletic evolution,
but releg ates thi s mode of change to a subordinate role" . Mor eover, ther e is a strong conviction that "the
speciational component of evolution so outweighs the phyletic component, in general, that it accounts for
a large majority of tran sitions between genera. The role of phyletic evolution in the ori gin of families and
orders is even smaller" (STAN LEY 1979 : p. 19). Recently thi s view has been strengthened by JACKSON et
al. (1990), who claim that no anagenetic adva nces have ever been recorded in the evolution of a single
monophyletic lineage. GOULD (1990) appro ves thi s conclusion as "a strong point" , and similar ideas see m
to prevail presently, with the notable exc eption of HOFFMAN ( 1988). He did not excl ude that macroevolutionary effects may be attained within a single line of descent , quoting as an ex ample my earli er studies
on the Lino graptinae (URBANE K 1963, see also LEVINTON 1986 ).
It is difficult to say whether the presentl y prevailing assessment of the significance of phyletic and
speciational changes for trans specific evolution is generally adequate, but it may well be. Unfortunately, there
is something in the very nature of scientific ideas that makes them universally accepted in their most extreme
form. Punctuationalism is no exception to this rule. Hopefully, the present case study revealing the great role
of phyletic evolution in shaping the major features of a large group of fossil anim als may provide stimulative
evidence for the ongoing debat e about the mechanisms and the course of macroevoluti on.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The materi al analyzed herein contain s not only the samples pre viously etched out from the Mielnik
IG-I borecore and de scribed in URBANEK ( 1963), but also some additiona l one s obtained from the Pfid oli
age sec tion of the core.
Mor e materi al was obt ained from newly collect ed and dissolved errati c boulders coming from the
locality Rewal and numb ered S .236 in the auth or 's collec tion, as well as from S.22 boulder (Jaroslawiec,
the collection of Dr. A. KOZLOWSKA-DAWIDZI UK , Institute of Palaeobi ology PAN, Warszawa), referred to
as sample A further on. Whilst S.236 contained typic al Neodiversograptus nil ssoni and its age may be
defined as the N. nilssoni Zone, the boulder marked S.22 in A. KozLowsKA-DAWIDZI UK co llection
contained a tran sient form , N. nilssoni/N. beklemishevi, identified herein as N. cf. beklemi shevi . Graptolites
from thi s boulder were described by A. KOZLOWSKA-DAWIDZI UK in her MSc thesis (unpublished). The
associated faun a (Lobog raptus para scan icus , Cucullograptus pazdroi , Saetograptu s chimae ra) is indic ative of what is currently defined as the L. scanicus band.
Sample B corresponds to lino graptid remain s etched from the Mielnik borecore at a depth of 934.50 m
(the S. leintwardinensis Zone) and representing a tran sient N. beklem ishevill: posthumus.
Thus samples A and B contained transients while the bulk of the mate rial may be ass igned to one of
the well-defined chronos pec ies of the Linograptinae.
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The methods used may be defined as an inductive approach to the study of phylogeny, which means
tracing morphological changes in the sequential series of samples obtained from succeeding horizons.
Following a modern wording, it can also be called stratophenetic (GINGERICH 1976). However, the use of
morphometric and statistical methods has been strongly restricted by the small numerical size of the
samples. This cannot be overlooked as an important limitation of the material presented herein.
Although based on real specimens, all figures are presented diagrammatically in order to illustrate
generalized concepts rather than factual data . They are completed by ideograms illustrating the working
hypothesis advanced in the present paper.
Scanning electrone micrographs were taken from gold-platinum-coated isolated specimens with
a Cambridge Stereoscan at IS kY.
The material of Linograptus posthumus (Rheinhard RICHTER) illustrated on PI. I is housed at the
Institute of Palaeobiology of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Warszawa, and designated in the collection
as ZPAL. G.XX.

THE FOSSIL RECORD
The recent views on the origin and evolution of linograptids owe much to the penetrating work of JAEGER
(1959, 1960, 1969) as well as to papers by TELLER (1962, 1964) and PALMER (1971) . I (URBANEK 1963) also
contributed in a study based on well-preserved, isolated material from deep boring. It has elucidated a number
of open problems concerning the linograptid phylogeny and astogeny. The descent of the linograptid lineage
is a difficult problem . The crucial fact for its understanding is a striking resemblance between the early

c
Fig . I
Resemblance of the sicular part of rhabdosome as ev idence of common ancestry. A, Pristiograptus dubius (SUESS , 1851) .
H, Lobograptus? sherrardae (SHERWIN, 1974) . C, Neodiversograptus nilssoni (BARRANDE, 1850). D , Lobograptus progenitor
URBANEK , 1966 . All diagrarnmatical , growth lines in H are conjectural (after URBANEK 1966 and KOREN' and URBANEK
1994, modified). Abbreviations: dan - dorsal apertural notch of metasicula, dp - dorsal process of metasicula, ib - initial
bud , msi - metasicula, psi - pro sicula, rl-r6 - sicular rings (annuli), th l- th3 - successive thecae, v - virgula, vi - virgella.
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representatives of the three major Ludlow lines
of evolution - the Linograptin ae, the Cucullograptinae, and the Neocucull ograptinae (represented by Bohem ograp tus). Though these lines
featu red quite divergent trends of evolution, the
differences between their ear ly representatives
were insignific ant and did not increase until
much later. Thi s might suggest that all three
derived immediately from a single ancestr al
species (URBANEK 1966, 1970). It was argued
(URBANEK 1966) that this, still missing link
must have resembled, in its essential feature s,
Lob ograptus progenitor URBANEK, 1966 - an
earl y member of the cucullograptid lineage, and
that it must have been devoid of either cucullograptid or linograptid specialization. KOREN '
(1991 , 1991a, and personal information) has
most recently proposed Lob ograptus'l she rrardae (SHERWIN, 1974) from the pra edeub eli Zone
as the best candidate for their common ancestor
and provided convincing stratigraphical and
3
3
morphological evidenc e to corroborate her
view. L.? she rrardae, which may be classified
either as an advanced pristio graptid or a primitive linograptid , appeared due to adaptive radiation that followed the lundgreni Event, a great
biotic crisis in the late Wenlock (KOREN' and
URBANEK 1994). The material collected by
KOREN' (1992) makes it possible to trace its
; eorigin to non-specialized survivors, namely to
ds
the Pristiograptus dubius stem lineage. In the
praedeub eli Zone the divergence attained was
still rather insignificant and consequently L.?
she rrardae displayed only a slight distinction
from its ancestor (cf. Fig. lA, B). Such minor
features as a gracilized and slightly dor sally
B
curved proximal end of the rhabdosome, combined with some incre ase in the width of the
Fig. 2
sicular aperture, exhausted the linograpt id "specialization " at that stage ! Indeed , the crucial fea- Neodiversogra ptus nilssoni ( BARRAND E, 1850) from N. nilssoni
ture of the linograptid adapti ve type - the ability Zone, an exa mple of the early linograptid organization. AI ' proximal end of a young unipolar colony. A z, A), an early and advanced
to form sicular cladia - had not evo lved yet, and
grow th stage of bilobate dorsal process seen in both aspects. Note
the sco pe of future morphological (and eco logi- the presence of asymmetric dorsal spine (ds) in A.-A) - a crucial
cal) changes remained wholly unpredictable at linograptid specialization. A~ , proximal end of the young primary
the L.? sherrardae stage of the evolution. c1adium with growi ng theca I 1 and sicula lacking any apertural
elaborations. B, a young bipolar colony.
Nevertheless, its morph ology is uniqu e among
its collateral relations (desc ribed by JAEGER
1991 and KOREN' 1992), placing L.? she rra rdae
as an almost perfect candidate for a common ancestor of true linograptids tNeodiversograptus nilsson i) and
the earliest cucullograptids iLobograptus p rogenitor ). Both the last named species share a numb er of common
features with L.? she rra rdae (as can be seen in Fig. lA-D), and appear in stratigraphic sequence. L.?
she rrardae repre sent s the prelinograptid stage of evolution. Its obvious relation to the conservative pristiograptids of the dubius group makes the earlier views on the cyrtograptid ancestry of linograptids entirely
obsolete.
The prelinograptid stage of evo lution is represented by Neodi versograptus with its two spec ies recognized. Th e ea rlier of the two, N. nilssoni (BARRAN DE) as defined by me (URBANEK 1954 , 1963), occurs
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within the epon ymou s Zone. The sporadic occurrence of bipol ar rhabdo somes in the populations of N. nilsson i, e.g . rhabdo somes composed of a prim ary stipe, a procl adium and an
additional sicular stadium (Fig. 2A, B), may
be considered the first distinct manifestation
of the linograptid trend of specialization
(J AEGER 1959; UR BANEK 1963). The sicular
cladium is supported by a peculi ar asy mmetrically placed dor sal apertural spine of the metal'
sicula ( URBANE K 1954), which later form s an
additional virgula of a kind , the pseudo virgula, of this cladium. Thi s function of the assy mmetric dor sal spine was accurately guessed by
J AEGER (1959 ) although he had no direct evidenc e to support his supposition. The first
3
such evidence was provided somewhat later
msi
3
=-~-'"
( U RBANE K 1963), and since that time more
specimens of this kind have been found. The
scarcity of bipolar rhabdo somes is indicative
of a morphogenetic ally non-stabili zed nature
of the newl y acquired trait whilst the robu st
appearance of the initi al thecae in the sicular
cladium suggests that there was a considerable
lag in the generation of the cladium as compared with that of the prim ary stipe. Therefore
the growt h of the sicular cladium co incided
with that of the distal thecae of the proclads
vi
dium . It is safe to conclude that those bipola r,
"diversog raptid" rhabd osomes had low frequency in the N. nilssoni popul ation s but eoocc urred steadily with the standard " monograptid" morph within the same breeding
community.
The second species, N. beklemi shevi URBANEK, 1963, occurs somewhat higher , namely
in the interv al between the L. parascani cus
Zone (= the early part of the L. scanicus Zone)
and the S. leint wardin ensis Zone, as currentl y
Fig. 3
defined. It repre sent s a more adva nced stage
Adva nced linograptid orga nization as revea led by: A. Neodiverso- of morphological evo lutio n towards Lin ograptus cf. beklem ishevi (sample A, L. pa ras canicus Zone) exhibi tgra ptus, the pseud ovirgula of the first sicular
ing transitional features between N. nilssoni and N. beklemishevi,
2
namely graci lized but holoperiphera1 theca 1 • B, Ne odiversograp- cladium being first formed as a symmetrically
tus beklemi shevi URB ANEK, 1963 (from scanicus Zone), showing placed dorsal apertural spine. Moreover, the
meroperipheral theca 12 and free virge lla. C, Neodi verso graptus material available comprises both the form s
beklemishevi (from leintwardinensis Zone) displaying slight devia- which are capable of forming only one sicular
tion of virgella (vi) (B, C after URB ANEK 1963. A after unpublished cladium (Fig. 3A, unpublished material) and
drawing by A. K OZLQ WSKA-DA W ID ZI UK) .
those having a potenti al ability to generate
more such cladia (Fig. 3B). In the latter case,
the first theca of the sicular cladium conceals
no more than part of the metasicul ar aperture, leaving considera ble space to be used subsequently by
additional sicular cladi a. But even then the pseudo virgula stretches straight and forwar d, without producing
any divergence (the angle between the dorsal wall of the metasicul a and the theca is approx imately 180°
(Fig. 3C) . It is only in the S. leintwardin ensis Zone that the first occurrence of form s with a certain
divergence was noted (an angle about 150°) (Fig. 4A ). Such forms approac h Linograptu s to a great extent,
except for the standard structure of their virgella .

c
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Fig. 4
Restructu ring of the sicu1a as see n in: A, N. beklemishevi / L. posthumu s transient
(sa mple B, S. leintwardin ensis Zone) ; B, Linograptus pos thumus (Reinhard
RICHTER, 1875) fro m the ultimus Zo ne. Note changes in the diver gence ang le
(D A ) and mod ification of the virge lla (after URB ANEK 1963).

B

Linograptus with its spec ies L. posthumus (Reinhard RICHTER, 1875 ) atta in a trul y mult iramous
condition, all co lonies bein g ca pable of forming more than one sicular cladium . Th e dorsal spine of the
metasicul a and, co nsequently, the pse udov irgula of the first sicular cladi um usuall y diverges at an almost
right angle from the ape rture of the metasicula (Fig. 4B), thu s leavin g more space for the bud s of additional
sicular clad ia whic h appear in a rapid succession (Fig. 5). Th ey co me out as small tub ercul es on the
apertura l margin of the metasicul a that later extends into the pseud ovirgul a or the ax is of a give n sicular
cladium. The first sicular cladium appears very ea rly, with only a slight del ay in res pec t of the primary
stipe (procla dium, Fig. 5). Up to 6 uniseri al stipes are usuall y form ed , but in so me cases as many as 15
have been obse rved (JAEGER 1964). Th e four-stiped (JAEGER 1959, 1969) or six-stiped (T ELLER 1964)
rhabdosom es were claim ed to rep resent the astoge netic norm (a fully grow n typi cal rhabd osom e). Although the data on the num eri cal prevalence of rhabd osom es co nsisting of a ce rtain numb er of stipes at
different stratigraphica l levels are so mewhat confusin g (JAEGER 1969 ), the e ntirety of the ev idence
ava ilable points to the four-stip ed co mpo und rhabdo som e as the basic morphological unit in Lin ograptus.
Moreover, the intrinsic tetr americ arra nge ment of the Linograptu s co lonies is indic ated by the sy mmetry
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Fig. 5
Growth correlations within sicular part of the rhabdosome in Linograptu s posthumus (Reinhard RICHTER, 1875). A-C, early
stages showing concommitant growth of distal part of the ca 11 and incipient portion of 12 • D , Ad van ced stage showing that
gro wth of thec a 11 is co mpleted simultaneo usly with the forma tion of prothe cal part of theca 12 (after URBANEK 1963 ).

of the virgellarium, the termination of the long and robust virgella. This unique colonial device is
compo sed of a membraneous portion (m) which produces four petals, each ending in a long fingerlike
outgrowth (Fig. 5; PI. I: la , Vg, f).
The time of the appearance of the virgellarium cannot be precisely defined. The earlie st finding of this
structure, already fully developed, was recorded in the Mielnik borecore at a depth of 823.00 m and may
be related to the latilobu s/balticus Zone (for its definition see URB ANEK 1995 and this volume p. 94). But
the bulk of the linograptid material was obtained from somewhat earlier strata (837.60-820.00 m), that is
from the N. kozlowskii-Pseud. latilobus Interzone. These linograptids, hardly differing from the later
Pfidoli forms, were probably provided with a virgellarium, which, however, has not been preserved. This
assumption was recently confirmed by STOR CH (1995) who recorded Linograptus posthumus with typical
virgellaria in the kozlowskii Zone of the Barrandian area. According to him these specimens are early
representatives of the type subspecies (L. p. posthumus), although they reveal some features which fits
better the earlier L. p. tenuis. Thu s the early Ludfordian most probably corresponds to the time of the
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Fig. 6
Pattern of co lony organization in Abiesgraptus as interpreted by JA EGER (1959) . The paired lateral c1adia (L'!-L 1) are
produ ced at rather regu lar interv als only on the procladium (I ) and on the first sicular c1adium (2), while remaining two
sicular c1adia do not display bran ching (3,4) . S mean s sicula (after J A EGER 1959, modified ).

origin of the virgellarium. The questions whether it could have appeared still earlier (in the leintwardinensis Zone) and whether its mode of appearance was rapid or gradual remain open. The appearance of the
virgellarium and the multibrachiate nature of the compound rhabdosome are the main evolutionary
novelties developed by Linograptus. It was capable of producing truly giant rhabdosomes with stipe s more
than 60 cm long and colonie s numbering more than 1500 individuals (J AEGE R 1969)! The stratigraphical
occurrence of Lino graptus is largely defined by the conventionally set morphological boundaries. For the
purpose of the present analysis, its first appearance may be identified as the top of the leintwardinensis
Zone whilst its upper limit is the top of hercyn icus Zone .
In the Lower Devonian (the M. unif 0 rmis-M. praehercyni cus Zone ), the linograptids with a tetrameric
foundation gave rise to highly symmetric (rhombic) colonies of Abiesgraptus (JAEGER 1959, 1969). As
interpreted by J AEGER (1959), the Abiesgraptus rhabdosome is compo sed of two main stipes (the procladium and the first sicular cladium) producing , at certain interv als, paired thecal cladia, and of two
additional sicular cladia placed normal to the main stipes and devoid of thecal cladia (Fig. 6). During its
early astogen y, the Abiesg rap tus rhabdo some is indistinquishable from the four-stiped Lin ograptus. It is
not until later that many paired thecal cladia are produced on the two earlie st stipes, which results in
a sharp morphological discontinuity between otherwi se closely related taxa. Thecal cladia grow bilaterally
from the aperture of the parent theca (supra-apertural budding ), being supported by a pseudovirgula, a rigid
rod which probably emerged as a lateral apertural spine of the' parent theca . The generation of paired
thecal cladia on the main stipes of the Abiesgraptus rhabdo some may have led to an improvement of the
colony balan ce and to a better use of space and food resource s (JAEGER 1969). The resulting complex
colonie s densely covered large areas (approximately 1770 square centimetres), intensively exploited by
a great number of zooids (perhaps more than 3000 zooids in a single colony ; M ULLER 1965). The presence
of a virgellarium has not been proved in Abiesgraptus because of the strong "carbonization" of the central
portion of the colony, making structural details quite obscure (JAEGER, personal communication). It is,
however, equally possible that a virgellarium was present as a legacy from the linograptid ancestors or
that it was already reduced to be replaced by a generally more efficient suspension system thanks to the
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lateral branching and the extensive area occupied by the colony. The abiesgraptid species constituted the
final stage of the L.? sherrardae-N. nilssoni evolutionary line, representing at the same time, one of the
most complex graptoloid colonies ever formed. One can conclude that there are sufficent data allowing
the origin, divergence and anagenetic advance in this lineage to be traced over an imposing time span from the praedeubeli Zone (Homerian) to the hercynicus Zone (Lochkovian), and possibly even higher
up to the fanicus Zone of Pragian, where last abiesgraptids were recorded .
While the bulk of the material available is strongly suggestive of a stepwise emergence of multiramous
condition, the recent study by RICKARDS et al. (1994) on the Ludlow graptolite fauna from New South
Wales (Australia), speaks in favour of a rapid origin of multiramous forms, directly from N. nilssoni. This
is indicated by the occurence of an endemic multiramous form, Linograptus orangensis, at the bottom of
the nilssoni Zone. The form in question is in some respects rather unique and even in opinion of RICKARDS
et al. (1994: p . 12) "does not help understanding of the relationship of Neodiversograptus to Linograptus".
This is because of the growth direction of sicular cladia in "L. " orangensis are either reclined or
straighforward (and only in one specimen a sicular cladium grows downwards). In my opinion the
Australian form represents a stage of evolution comparable with N. beklemishevi and probably is of
a somewhat later age (boundary of nilssoni-progenitor or even bottom of scanicus Zone). It is possible
that large part of what is considered there the nilssoni Zone, should be already assigned to the scanicus
Band, as it is indicated by the FA's of advanced lobograptids in NSW sections. The precocious origin of
this multiramous form might be explained as illusory, an effect of different interpretation of stratigraphic
data in Australia and in Europe. More enigmatic is the still earlier occurrence of a single specimen of
multiramous Linograptus sp . in ludensis Zone. However, until more data are available I would prefer
a stepwise emergence of Linograptus, to RICKARDS' hypothesis of its instantaneous origin from N. nilssoni.
The latter view fails to explain why in Europe the evolution of multiramous linograptids is stretched over
several graptolite Zones.

THE FUNCTIONAL AND ADAPTIVE MEANING
OF THE EVOLUTIONARY CHANGES
The life orientation of the standard monograptid uniramous colony in the water column has not been
convincingly established, current opinions representing contradictory views summarized in the papers by
BATES and KIRK (1984), LENZ and CHEN (1985), and FINNEY and JACOBSON (1985) .
In the light of new studies (RIGBY and RICKARDS 1989; RIGBY 1992) on physical models of graptoloid
colonies, the characteristic dorso-ventral curvature in the proximal part of the N. nilssoni procladium could
be regarded as a factor causing the rotation around the long axis and enhancing the feeding efficiency.
There is little doubt that the appearance of two-branched , bipolar-growing ("diversogratid") rhabdosomes
in Neodiversograptus nilssoni had a great impact on the balance and hydrodynamic properties of the
colony. The resuling situation, however, can only be described in a hypothetical way.
Accepting the vertical orientation of the uniaxiate monograptid colonies as the most reasonable
hypothesis, one could posit a horizontal orientation for the diversograptid bipolar morphs. This may be
visualized all the more easily assuming a heterodoxal, "upside down" life orientation of monograptid
colonies, with the sicula directed upwards as suggested by KIRK (1969, 1972, 1978). The change of
orientation from the standard form to the diversopraptid one may be expressed as follows: V ---7H-, where
V is vertical orientation with the sicula directed upwards , whilst H-denotes a horizontal life position with
the sicula in the middle (Fig. 7A, B).
Less obvious is the impact of such changes on the balance of the uniaxate colonies oriented vertically
with their siculae positioned downwards (V , Fig. 7A) . It see ms probable that in the latter case the bipolar
rhabdosome preserved its primary vertical orientation : V ---7V-, rather than changing it to a horizontal
position: V ---7H- (Fig. 7C).
A reversed orientation as proposed by KIRK (1969) would be a kind of prospective adaptation to future
changes in the life position of the rhabdosome. Such horizontally oriented bipolar rhabdosomes , both in
their rectilinear and bent form, ought to face a number of hydrodynamic problems, even if one assumes
fairly great flexibility during life.
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Fig. 7
Diagram showing the possibl e orientation of linogra ptid co lonies in the water column: A, B, vertica l orientation of unip olar
colony with its sicula downw ards (A) and upw ard s (B); C .. Cz, possible orientations of siculate bipolar colonies, with sicular
c1adium downw ard s (C l) or both c1adia oriented horizont ally Cz); D, com pound colony of Linograptus oriented with
virgellarium (vg) and sicula upwards while proxim al part of branches are penden t and later bent subhorizontally. Furth er
explanatio ns in text.

The ability to genera te a numb er of sicular cladia in N. beklemishevi was a cert ain improvement in the
stability of the rhabdosom e and produced a larger working surface which may have prevented sinking.
But it was the appearance of a regul arly multiramous Linograptus rhabd osome that radically improved
the balance of the co lony, ensuring a far better stability in ca lm waters. The presence of a divergen ce
angle in the proxim al porti on of the stipes resulted most prob abl y in a pend ent position of the rhabdosome
(P), at least in the early astoge netic stage ( U RBAN EK 1963). Th is may take the form of: H- ~P and is
show n in Fig. 70 as see n in the isolated proxim al fragment s of some such rhabd osom es.
However, the distal portions of the c1adia were secondarily reflexed takin g aga in a more hori zont al
orientation (JAEGER 1959). Thu s the orie ntation of the Linog rap tus co lony may be described as changing
astoge netically fro m pend ent (P) in the centre to hori zont al (H-) or subhorizontal (SH-) on the periphery.
As long as we ass ume a buoyancy function of virge llarium (vg), a reverse positi on of rhabd osom e (with
vg oriented downward ) see ms very unlik ely.
Such distin ct differences in the shape of parti cul ar growth stages of the co lony provide ev idence of
their obviously different mode of life position in the water column, and ge nera l hydrodynami c properties.
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According to FINNEY (1986), such growth differences were instrumental in avoiding too severe intraspecific competition thanks to confining the juvenile and the mature growth stages to different habitats. This
strategy was surely important for organisms like linograptids which probably frequently lived in huge and
densely crowded populations.
A Linograptus colony may be visualized as essentially passively suspended in the water column due
to a specialized device, the virgellarium (cf. p. 240) . Its structure and position within the rhabdosome is
strongly suggestive of a buoyancy function (URBANEK 1963 ; TELLER 1964; JAEGER 1969) although its
operation is difficult to understand. The earlier suggestions that the virgellarium was merely part of the
skeleton supporting a vesicular structure made of soft tissues (URBANEK 1963) are undermined by more
recent views on the mode of secretion of the graptolite colonies. (CROWTHER 1981). They assume a purely
pterobranch way of secretion by individual contributions of the zooids, which depositing new skeletal
material due to the movements of the cephalic disc were responsible for the secretion of both the fuselli
and the cortical bandages (see URBANEK 1986 for an extended discussion of this question). The presence
of any extrathecal soft tissue in graptoloid colonies seems therefore doubtful, although FINNEY (1979)
presented new and suggestive data in favour of the old idea about the presence in them of vesicular
buoyancy organs. Still it is also possible that the petals and the finger-like outgrowth of the virgellarium
served as the place of attachment of a gas bubble or a large droplet of a liquid fatty substance capable of
reducing the relative density of the colony (Fig . 5). Such a buoyancy material may be imagined as secreted
by the siculozooid, and regulation of its amount could result in vertical migration of the colonies. In the
Early Pfidoli, several branches within a single linograptid colony produced an additional suspension effect
(although they mostly served as stabilizers), while geologically younger forms with a reduced number of
branches were suspended mainly with the help of an elaborated virgellarium (Fig. 7D, vg) .
The generation of lateral thecal cladia in addition to the main stipes of the Linograptus rhabdosome
finally solved the problem of balance. The resulting Abiesgraptus compound colony was strongly stabilized. The potential ability to produce lateral thecal cladia appeared early in the phylogeny of the
Linograptus-Abiesgraptus line of descent, as shown by the sporadic occurence of rhabdosomes provided
with only one pair of thecal cladia (TELLER 1964; the Pfidoli, probably the ultimus Zone) or even with
a single unilateral cladium (JAEGER 1969 ; the Lochkovian, the uniformis Zone) . Such trials which instantly
offered a certain advantage in the balance were probably favoured by natural selection and followed by
a more ordered generation of numerous thecal cladia with a precise morphogenetic control of their
formation (see p. 256 herein).
In addition to a high degree of stability, lateral thecal c1adia also accounted for an increase of the working
surface in Abiesgraptus, which prevented sinking and had a suspension effect. Combined with the flattening
of the proximal part of the rhabdosome, these features made the Abiesgraptus colony leaf-like.
This suggests that advanced linograptids were partly hydrogliders capable of gliding on horizontal
currents (BERRY et al . 1987) . However, in contrast to what BATES and KIRK (1984) say they were not
stiffly branching, but highly flexible, yielding to wave motion rather than resisting it.
This rhabdosome type seems to represent extreme adaptation to the near surface dwelling. Thus the
entire evolution of linograptids may be interpreted as an escape from the oxygen deficient zones towards
better aerated surface waters, with Abiesgraptus manifesting the terminal stage of the process. The above
interpretation differs from that of BATES and KIRK (1984) who posit that Linograptus and Abiesgraptus
were lower layer colonists (a habitat created, in their opinion, in the Late Silurian-Early Devonian as
a result of eustatic changes in the sea level l) and not surface dwellers. The present interpretation seems
to offer a better explanation of the foliate shape of the Abiesgraptus rhabdosome, agreing well with the
most recent model of the hydrochemical regime of the Silurian seas proposed by BERRY et al. (1987).
Based on the Recent conditions observed in the pacific Ocean off Peru, this model assumes the presence
of a "hanging", shallow (a few hundred meters deep) Oxygen Minimum Zone (OMZ) instead of a massive
bottom anaerobic zone as implied by the classical Black Sea model. The upper level of the sea must have
constituted the graptoloid habitat while the presence, depth and thickness of the OMZ were probably the
main environmental factors controlling their evolution. Moreover, linograptids (and especially L. po sthumus) were ubiquitous representingg an almost omnipresent element of the various graptoloid assemblages.
According to the line of reasoning offered by COOPER et af. (1991), such behaviour seems more indicative
of an epipelagic depth zone than of any deep water biotope. Therefore, unlike the slender multiramous
Ordovician dichograptids and contrary to what was posited by BATES and KIRK (1984), linograptids must
have occupied the near surface waters of the ocean, "leaking" from this biotope into the epipelagic zone
of the shelf.
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The pattern of the Abiesgraptus rhabdo some ,especially its numerous and regularly spaced lateral cladia,
indicates that a certain principle of economy was involved in the formation of such coloni es (JAEGER
1959). Abiesg raptus evidently repre sented an instance of a very effective utilization of space and exploitation of the trophi c resources. FORTEY and BELL (1987) applied the notion of harvesting array for
graptoloid colonies , considering this factor to be respon sible for the pattern of the multiramou s ones.
Linograptids provide a convincing example of the maximiz ation of harve sting efficiency. As calculated
by MULLER (1965), an Abiesg raptus colony covered an area of some 170 square cm explo ited by more
than 3000 zooids on its branches! Thu s a high harve sting effic iency was achieved in Abiesgraptus throu gh
a mere increase of the number and concentration of zooids (dense packing in a limit ed area). The solution
of the adaptive problem, however, did not involve the elaboration of complex apertural apar atuses allo wing
an increase in the individual feedin g efficency of parti cular zooid s (the trend of recorded evolution
encountered in the Cucullo graptin ae and Neocucullograptinae and a number of other groups). The strategy
chosen by the linograptids resulted in the development of simple thecae and complex colonies whereas
in the majority of mono graptid s the thecae were elaborated and the colonies simple.
Thus the flat leaf-like colonies of Abiesgraptus featured an adapti ve syndrome ensuring the solution
of the three main problems at once : a perfect balance of the colony, its almost steady suspension, and
a high harve sting efficiency of the colony as a whole .

A MORPHOGENETIC INTERPRETATION OF THE RECORD
The appeara nce of a bipolar siculate morph in Neodiversograptus n ilssoni, although p er se a cruci al
evolutionary event, was by no means unique. Sporadic occurrences of such bipol ar rhabdo somes were
recognized by RICKARDS (1973) and RICKARDS et al. (1977) in a number of quite unrelated monograptid
groups. It may be thought, therefore, that the latent ability to produ ce sicular clad ium in advanced
astoge netic stage, was a common feature in most monograptid s. Phenot ypic expression of this morphogenetic potential in N. nil sson i (and in other similar cases), may prob ably be ascribed to developmental
switches, due to mutation or other changes in the genomic background , as it was recognized in epigenetic
systems of many extant organis ms. In the case of Diversograptus and Neodiversograptus this new pattern
of developm ent was later fixed as a norm , probably due to favourable selection pressure. The nature of
the adaptive advantage represented by bipolar morph is obscure and may only be hypoth etized (see p. 242,
herein), but the evolution ary success of it is clearl y demonstrated by the available fossil record.
Moreover, the ability of Neodi versograptus nilssoni to generate not only a normal monograptid branch
(the procl adium ), but also an additional one (the sicular cladium) seems to be due to a mech anism similar
to the rejuvenation of the siculozooid. The daughter individual ( 12 ) produ ced by the siculozooid (si)
conceals the entire metasicul ar aperture, leaving no space for the siculozooid proper (Fig. 2B). Therefore
the first zooid of the sicular cladium (12 ) may only be considered a further growth stage of the metasiculozooid , the result of additional growth after a considerable arrest marked by the thickened apertural
margin of the metasicul a. This may be best explained as a morphogenetic reactivation of the metasiculo zooid, a process similar to the cases of reju venation or parricidal budd ing in some corals. After being
reju venated, 12 generated 2 2 , the first zooid prop er of the sicular cladium.
The asymmetric position of the dorsal apertural spine (ds) of the metasicul a, later transformed into the
pseud ovirgula of the only sicular cladium and shifted seco ndarily into the plane of symmetry, corro borates
the view that the entire construction was relatively imperfect at the early stages of its phylogeny. Thi s
asymmetry, in turn , was a direc t effect of the bilobate nature of the dorsal process divided by a notch into
two lateral lobes (URBANEK 1954; Fig. 2A 2 , A 3 herein). Thus, the above-mentioned relative imperfection
resulted from simple topographic or geo metrical constraints.
The large size of its thecae sugges ts that the sicular cladium in Neo dive rsograptus nil ssoni was a later
formation than the prima ry branch (the procl adium ). From the growth correlation control within the
graptoloid colonies it follows that isochronous thecae are isomorphi c (Thorsteinsson rule, URBANEK 1960,
1963, 1970). Thu s, the size and shape of the first thecae of the sicular cladium in N. nilssoni are indicative
of their being formed simultaneously with the distal portion of the procladium (the prima ry stipe). The
rich material analysed by PALMER (197 1) shows that the sicular cladium was usually formed around the
theca 16 ' growth stage of the procl adium , although a certain lag in the developm ent of theca 12 observed
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in other multiram ou s monogr aptids may account for its some what earlier initiatio n (say at the th eca 13'
stage). A cons ide rable vari ati on in the timing of the appearance of the sic ular c1adium ha s also been
demon str ated .
Becau se of the large size of theca 12 , its base filled the entire space of the metasicul ar aperture, which
instance may be term ed the holop eripheral budding (Fig. 8A). As a res ult, the aperture of the sicula wa s
completely se aled; ther e was no space for more buds init iating additional sicular c1adia. This was a new
geo metrica l con str aint , allowing the fo rma tion of only a sing le sicular c1adium . Moreo ver, the big size of
the grow ing 12 invol ved the incorporati on of the main port ion of the virge lla int o the ventra l wall of the
growi ng the ca, thu s exc luding the possibility of a pro gressive modi fication of the virge lla, so charac teris tic
of the later history of the Lino graptinae (Fig. 2B, vi).
Th e majority of N. nilsson i spec imens figur ed by P A LME R (19 7 1) displ ay so me degree of divergenc e
of the sicular c1 adium , the res ult of a similar divergenc e in the gro wth of a lon g (up to 8 mm ) and sto ut
dor sal apertura l spine of the metasicul a, whi ch later tran sformed into the pseudovirgul a of the sicular
c1 adium. Th is co ntras ts with the stra ightforw ard growth of thi s spine in N. beklem ishevi. However in N.
nilssoni , the ge nera lly robust th eca 12 co ncea ls the entire apertura l margin of the met asicul a ( PALMER
1971 ; Fig. 4 therein), thu s the divergenc e of branches has no effe ct on making more space for additional
sicular bud s. Lat er, after the grac iliza tion of theca 12, such di vergenc e produ ced a far-reach ing result,
nam ely, merop eripher al budding (see p. 248 herein).
A delay in the ge neratio n of the sicular c1adium in Neo diversograptus nilsson i acco unts for the fact
that not unt il the 16 1 thecal stage was it able to atta in the bipol ar, di versograpt id organi zati on . Although
the presence of the lon g dor sal apertural spine of the metasicul a, a prerequ isit e for the formation of the
sic ular c ladium, is a spec ies-s pec ific charac ter, o nly a fracti on of the co lonies di splayed the bip ol ar
phenotype. Was the app earance of the bi-ramou s rhabd osom e only a fun ction of the age of the col on y, or
did it also in vol ve so me ge netic differences? Th e answ er is naturally uncertain (see p. 247 herein ). But it
is worth mention ing that the genetic fac tors whic h co ntrol the form ation of the cladium were ex pressed
fairl y late in the astogeny of the Neodiversograpt us nilsson i co lonies .
Th e populati on s from the parascan icus- scani cus Zo ne which may be ass igned to Neo diversograptus
cf . beklemi shevi are composed of forms invari abl y provided with a sy mmetrica lly placed dor sal apertural
spine of the met asicul a. In spite of this change, these populations sti ll co mprise both form s di spl aying the
holoperiph eral budding of theca 12 and ther efore ca pable of forming only one sic ular c1adium (unpublished
MSc thesis of A. K OZLOWS KA-DAWID ZI UK ) , and much more advance d fo rms . Th e latt er morph features
a mu ch sma ller size of theca 12, thu s leavin g part of the sicular aper ture uncovered and crea ting a potential
for the fo rma tion of more than one sicular c1adium. Th is situation may be term ed the meroperipher al
budding as o nly part of the aper ture of the moth er theca is bein g used (Fig. 8e). In accorda nce with the
Th orstein sson rule (see p. 24 5), the sma ller size of theca 12 is indicative of its ea rlie r ge neration, at a tim e
coin cidin g with the growth of the pro ximal thecae. It is obv ious therefore that the mech ani sm of asto ge netic acce lera tion was used to avo id the obstacles resulting from the above- men tioned geometrical
co nstra ints . At the sa me tim e, the virge lla was set free fro m its ass oc iation with the ventral wa ll of the
bulky holoperiph eral 12 , entering the path of its future mod if icati on. Th ese co mparative advantages we re
still co mbined with certai n imp erfecti on s, such as the straightfo rward gro wth of theca 12, a mech an ical
co nse quence of the same dir ecti on of the sy mmetrical dorsal apertura l spine of th e sic ula, ex tending into
the pseud ovirgul a of the c1adium (Fig. 3A, B).
Thus the co urse of phylogenetic eve nts was not quite co nsis tent. An earlier trait - the ability of the
dor sal apertura l spine of the metasicul a to diverge, so freq uent in the ea rly N. nilsso ni population s ( PALMER
1971 ), was so mehow lost and repl aced by a potenti all y less adapti ve (Hinada ptive") character state, nam ely
the stra ightforwa rd orie ntation of the abo ve spine in N. beklemi shevi ( URBANEK 1963 ). Th e ada ptive
incon sistencies of the real course of the evolution are dem on strated by (I ) the functio nal ineffecti veness
of the divergence of the two stipes becau se of the bulky size of 12 in N. nilsson i which, in spite of the
divergence, covers the entire metasicul ar aperture, (2) the di ssapearance of the di vergence wh en the
gracilized theca 12 makes it possibl e to free a part of the apertura l space for the additio na l bud s, and
moreo ver, (3) the later restitution of the divergenc e in the linogr aptid stage of evolution, thus producin g
seconda rily the most ada ptive combination (sma ll theca 12 plu s the di vergen ce of the sicu lar c1adium (see
p. 247 herein ). Such a zig -zag pattern of beh avi our of a sing le charac ter see ms not exceptio nal in the
phylo gen y.
Th e mer operipheral mod e of budding in th e advanced forms of Neo dive rsog raptus beklemishevi
res ulted in th e co-exi stence of a phy siologicall y ac tive metasiculozooid (si) with its daught er indi vidu al
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Fig. 8
Geometrical constraints at the apertu re of metasicula (si) in Linogr aptin ae: A, holoperipheral budding of theca 12 in
Neodiversogra ptus, occ upying the entire diamet er (d) of metasicu alar aperture and leaving no free space for additional bud s.
This situation produ ces an obstacle for genera tion of more c1adia . R, more free space (d 2, Si2) may potent ially be gai ned by
simple wide ning of the aperture from diameter (d) , Si) . A free space created in this way could be used by additional c1adia.
C, free space at the sicular aperture (arro w) may also be attai ned by slimming of theca 12 (cha nge from diameter d, to d z),
which needs an acce larat ion in forma tio n of theca 12, because of grow th correlation withi n the co lony. D, more free space
at the sicular aperture may be attai ned with the same width of 12, throu gh a deviation in the direction of its grow th. Free area
is direc tly related to the ang le of deviation, a .

(12). The latter is no longer a reju venated or parri cidal siculozoo id, but a norm al blastozooid formed due
to budd ing from its parental individu al which, corresponding ly, behaves as 22 in N. nilsson i. Thi s effect
may also be interpreted as a result of acceleration (see Figs 2B and 3B).
The emergence of Linograptus was therefore intim ately related to the generation of a numb er of c1adia
from the aperture of the parent al metasicula, which posed a constructional problem - an elegant and
simple instance of constraint. In the case of lino graptids, the nature of the constraint is both developmental
and physical, as the realization of the multiramou s pattern of the colon y (a certain phen otype! ) is prevented
by the physical (geometrical) prop erties of the meta sicula, that is by the limit ed space of its aperture (Fig.
8A). Thi s hindering of the form ation of additional buds impo ses quit e seve re bound ary conditions on the
development of a multiramous rhabdosome. Howe ver, such con straint, arising from the local topographic
situation, might be overcom e, at least potentially, by a number of simple solutions, e.g. ( I) by the
expansion (widening) of the aperture of the sicula (Fig. 8B), (2) by the narrowing of the base of the
daught er theca 12 (Fig. 8C) and leaving in this way some free space, or (3) by the divergence of the
prim ary sicular c1adium due to a change in the direction of its growth, thus creating free space for
additional bud s (Fig. 80). It is quit e obvio us that eac h of these changes (1- 3) would have produ ced some
open space at the sicular apert ure which co uld have been used by a number of additio nal bud s, each
initiating a new sicular c1adium. However, in the real co urse of evo lution, linograpt ids never used solution
I, although monograptid s with a stro ngly expanded (tru mpet- like) sicula occ ur spora dica lly in the Upper
Silu rian and are comm on in the Lower Oevoni an. Wh at they used instead was a co mbination of solutio ns
2 and 3 (Fig. 8C, 0 ). As a result, theca 12 is both slimmer and di vergin g. The primary requ irement getting slimmer - was in itse lf qu ite a co mplex task because of ano ther developmental co nstraint - the
reg ulatory mechanism co ntro lling the size and shape of the thecae which are ge nerated simultaneous ly on
the grow ing tips of the multiramous co lonies. Thu s a lag in the for mation of theca 12, the prim ary c1adium,
resulted in its co nco mmitan t growth with one of the distal thecae (usually 16' or eve n a more distal one)
and, co rres ponding ly, determin ed its robust appearance [the above Th orstein sson rule (p. 245) sta ting that
isochronou s thecae are isom orphi c because of their equal morph ogenetic potenti al]. Large-sized 12 thu s
appeare d due to holoperiph eral budd ing as defined above . Th e change to a meroperiph eral co ndition
invo lved the acce leration of the ge neration time of 12 in order to make it grow simultaneo usly with a much
more proximal theca (approx imately with 2'), which automatica lly dictated its sma ller size (Fig. 8C). In
other word s, form ation of 12 in L. posthumus is accelarated by 15 thecae as co mpared with N. nilssoni.
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Thus the proce sses involved are much more than mere diminution of the thecae of the first sicular c1adium
- they followed a rigid pattern of colony organization with its system of growth corr elation.
The second elementary proce ss, consistin g in the divergence of the sicul ar c1adium (change in the
growth direction), is of particular importance for it produces more free space for a give n diameter of the
base of 12 (Fig. 8D). As suggested by URBANEK (1989), the problem of the geometrical constraint can be
quantifi ed in a simple way. The angle of divergenc e (mar ked D or B) is related to the angle of deviation
of theca 12 according to the formul a: ~ = 180°-u and u = 180°-~.
The free space created by the moving away of theca 12 is proportional to D-x, where D is the diameter
of the sicular aperture and x = d cos o ; Therefore the space (area) which may be operationally used by
the additional buds is directl y proportional to the angle o; attai ning its maximum at U = 90 ° (cos 90 °= 0
and correspondingly x = 0 whilst the free area equal s that of the entire aperture !), but inversely proportional
to the diameter of the base of 12. The area accessible to the additional buds is proportional to the free
surface of the aperture and may be calculated from the formul a given below. The area of the sicular
aperture, A, could be aproximately calculated by con siderin g it a circle with a diameter D, which equals
that of the aperture, in other words by using the formul a: A = 1/4 1tD2.
In holoperipheral budding (e.g. in Neodi versograptus nilssoni), the diameter d of the circular base of
theca 12 is equal to the diameter of the sicular aperture, D, (d = D). The sicular aperture is completely
concealed by the circul ar base of theca 12 (the conc ealed area C = A) and naturally ther e is no free space
F left , thus F = O.
Advanced linograptid s with the merop eriph eral budd ing of theca 12 displa y, however, a different
relation , D > d, and in their case, the base of theca 12 conceals only a portion of the apertura l area (C),
leaving the rest of it (F) free: A-C = F, where A and C are the areas of the bigger circle (the sicular
aperture) and the smaller one (the base of theca 12 ) as show n in Fig. 9.
Additi onal free space may be created by the turn of the base of theca 12 by an angle u contained
between the plane of the sicular apert ure and that of the base of theca 12 as can be seen in Fig. 8D. The
angle «, showi ng the deviation of theca 12 fro m its horizont al position , is related to the co mmonly
measured angle of divergence of the two main branches of the rhabdoso me, ~; thus ~ = 180 - u . As a rou gh
approx imation, one can assume that the recond ite area of the sicu lar aperture corresponds to the orthogonal
projection of the base of theca 12 on the plane of that aperture. Such a proj ection represents an ellipse
(Fig. 9), whose minor axis b may be calculated from the simple relations show n in Fig. 8D, namely b = d
cos c , whilst its major axis, a, remains constant, a = d.
Therefore C, the area concea led by the deviating base of theca 12, is equal to the area of such an ellipse
(S = rtab) and may be calculated by the formul a: C = 1td2 cos o . From the abov e it foll ows that C depends
on the value of cos u and varies inversely as o. incre ases within the quadrant 0-90°. The greater the angle
of the sicular c1adium deviation, o, the larger the uncovered area produced within the aperture . At a given
angle o, the uncovered area (F) of the sicular aperture equ als A-C, where A and C may be calcul ated by
the formul as defined above, and the free area is F = 1/41tD2_1td2 cos n,
The abo ve simpli stic appro ach is valid under the conditi on that d is considerably smaller than D, d < D,
which is certainly true in the case of meroperipheral buddin g, e.g. in Linograptus: d -l/3D. Only then the
entire concealed area fits within the limit s of the aperture, A. But when both diameters are close to being
equal, d - D, the recondit e area falls largely outside the limit s of A, making the ca lculation of the uncovered
area a less trivial task!
This simple case of a single sicular c1adium may easily be spread to embrace a multiramous condition
involving m sicular c1adia under the assumption (and a fairly realistic one) that U and d remain very
similar for all bran ches. Thus a strongly redu ced free area, F, will become: F = 1/4 1tD2-m 1td2 cos o ;
In extreme cases where m = 15, the bases of the sicular c1adia were unbelievably tightl y packed , the
siculozooi d being transformed into a sort of a stolonal node and a bunch of sto lons radiating from the
aperture of the sicula.
However, standard tetrameric Linograptu s rhabdosomes offe red more space for the continuation of the
actvity of the siculozooid along with that of its daughter zooids.
The divergence of the dorsal apertural spine of the metasicula (later transformed into the pseudo virgula
of the sicular c1adium) may be interpreted also as co-a ptation - an instance of regulatory adj ustment of
different parts of the evolving biosystem in the course of evo lutionary changes.
In the real phylogen y, the first proce ss, the acceleration of the form ation of 12 and its resulting
gracilization, occurred earlier (N. cf. beklemishevi, the scanic us Zone) wher eas the second one, the change
in the dire ction of the growth of 12 , was triggered somewhat later (Neodive rsog raptus/Linog raptus
0
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Fig. 9
Relation of coanceale d area of metasicular aperture (strippled) from IX, the angle of deviation of sicular c1adium.
Further explanations in text.

transient s, the leintwardinensis Zone , attai ning divergence angle, D A of some 150 and a 30 as compared
with 0 A 115 and a 65 in typical L. posthumusi . Secondarily, however, both feature s were fused into
a single adaptive syndrome.
The Linograptu s astogeny features a few other changes, which may also be interpr eted in the light of
the morphogenetic mechanism . The shortening of the metasicula, which is distinctly reduced as compared
with that in Neod iversograptus, reveals a tenden cy towards rapid generation of cladia , the metasiculozooid
being only a nodal point in the astoge ny. A greater share of the prosicula (the larval theca ), than that of
the metasicula (the theca of a metamorphosed zooid ), was interpr eted as phoetalization of some kind
( URBANEK 1963).
The Abiesg raptus rhabdo some appears through the generation of paired thecal cladia on the two
primary cladia of the four-branched linograptid foundation. The distance between the mother thecae of
the thecal cladia growing distalward s (MULLER 1965) is an example of morphological gradients in
compound colonies. Each paired thecal cladium which budded from the aperture of a mother theca most
probably created a morphogenetic field exerting control over a certain area of the main stipe and inhibiting
the formation of other thecal cladia. The areas controlled in this way increased distalward s.
Morph ological changes in the evo lution of the Linograptin ae were focused on the pattern of the
rhabdosome, with only negligibl e effec ts in the thecal morphology. Whil st the thecae retained their simple
structure with only some minor changes, the pattern of the rhabdo some was profoundly transformed. It
was the entire colon y rather than indi vidual zooid s that were the target of natural selection.
0

0

0

0

A POSSIBLE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE NUMERICAL DYNAMICS
IN LINOGRAPTID CHRONODEMES
The temporal species (chronospecies) described within the Lino graptinae (N. nilsson i, N. beklemishevi,
L. posthumus, A. tenuiramosus ) were recognized on the basis of a certain distinct morpholo gical norm .
One can assume that such norm s can eas ily be traced in large samples, corr esponding most probably to
the period s of proliferation (acme) of a given lineage. Thus the discrimination of the temporal species is
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Fig. 10
A diagram showing the a lternating patt ern of proliferati on (A. C ) and scarcity (B) of fossil popul at ion s (chro node mes) as
revealed in the stratigraphic sequence and related to the e volutionary dynami cs and vari ation spec trum of the population s
within a lineage. The peri ods of abundance co rres pond to adaptive equilibrium wh en adaptive optimum (+) is situated clo se
to the norm (N) and se lection pressure has a stabilizing effec t (S with equa l arrows in A). Du ring the period s of scarcity ,
prim ary norm (PN) and ada ptive optimum (+) disjun ct result ing in a direction al se lection (S with inequ al arrow s) and a
grad ual shift of the me an (B) . Next adaptive equilibrium is attained when a new norm (NN) reach es th e position of actu al
ada ptive optimum (+) and stabilizing se lection is res tored (C) . Most chro nos pecies are defin ed by popul ation s like A and C .

to a large extent preconditioned by the very natu re of the fossil record displ ayin g episo des when the
popul ations (chro node mes) show high abunda nce , alterna ting with intervals o f relative sca rcity.
Hence prolifi c popul ations are co mmo nly discrim inated as se parate taxa, whilst the taxonom ic eva luation of less abunda nt popul ation s, which occ ur at the bord erlin e between the adjacent, we ll-defined
chronospec ies (nilssolli-beklemishevi-post llllmlls), poses a difficult task. One ca n hypoth esize that dur ing
such inter vals the popul ation size of successive ch ron odem es was reduc ed , thus produ cing a "bottleneck
effect" and creating co nditio ns for a faster transform ation. Amo ng such popul ation s a morphological norm
is diffi cult to defin e becau se of their sca rcity, on the one hand , and co nsiderable changes in the subsequent
zonal popul ation s (chronode mes), on the other. Such zonal variation makes any lumping of these popu lations into a clearl y defin ed species a questionable procedure.
The above pattern of altern atin g proli feration and scarcity, or of a we ll-sta bilize d morph ological norm
and a changing one, as obser ved in the history of the Linograptinae, ca n be interp reted as foll ows (Fig. 10).
Proli fic population s were prob abl y ass oc iated with the periods of adaptive equilibrium, when selection
pressure having a stabilizing effect was less se vere. In term s of pun ctuali sm, these peri ods could be
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described as stasis, altho ugh the applicatio n of thi s term does not impl y the entire phil osoph y of thi s
phen om en on as usuall y suggested by pun ctu alists, Su ch period s of rel ati ve abunda nce and stabilize d
morphology we re rath er short in the case of N. nilssoni and N. beklemishevi and fairl y lon g in such spec ies
as L. posthumus (Fig . l OA, C).
Th e intervals se parating the period s of stas is feat ure d a loss of ada pt ive equilibri um whe n there was
a shift between the most adaptive co nd itio n (favoured by se lect ion) and the previou s no rm , alrea dy fixed
in the co urse of evo lutio n. Th e resu ltin g di recti on al (dynamic) se lec tio n was probab ly a mover responsible
for a relative ly fas t tran sformati on of the popul ati on structure and the ph en otypi c ex pression of ce rtain
traits (Fig. lOB).
In the Lin ograptinae, the rate of morphological cha nges was, ho wever, never parti cul arl y high . Th e
presence of tran sient forms, altho ugh insu fficient fo r tracin g every cha nge, suggests an essentially co ntinu ou s pattern , but a succes sion of ra pid shifts ca nno t be excl ude d. Th at is the reason why suc h sca nty
and variable populati on s set an uneasy task to a taxon om ist and frequ ently are simply omitte d in identificati on procedures. In the present paper, they are treated as a bord erline between the parent al and the
daught er temporal species. Th e processes associ ated with those peri od s of rel ati ve instability may mo st
prob abl y be regard ed as speciation events. As no branch ing (splitting of the lineage) occ urs, suc h spec iatio n sho uld technicall y be defin ed as phyl etic spec iatio n or tran sformation.
Th e cha nge from L. P OS thIl11l11 S to A. tenu iram osus reveals a so mewhat different mech ani sm - a slo w
tran sformati on in large popul at ion s, witho ut any ev ide nce of bottl en ecking in the lineage. Quite to the
co ntrary, the foss il dat a demo nstrat e tha t immedi ately before the appea rance of the descend ant spec ies,
the ance stra l L. posth umus displayed (at least in Cen tral Euro pe) a ge nuine populat ion ex plos io n (see
p. 256 herein ).
Thus the peri od s of relative sta bility within the seq ue ntia l spec ies of the linograptid lineage ca nnot be
understood as a co mp lete arrest of morph ological cha nge . Suc h an arrest ca n be observed in so me
mon ophyleti c lineages, e.g . Grypha ea (HALLAM, 1982) or Metrarabdotos (CHEETHAM , 1987 ). On the
con trary, the "zo nal evo lutio n" in Linograptus POSth lll1l11S may be used as an examp le of a series of cha nges
(in the number of the sicular clad ia, in the appearance of the thecal cla dia or in the di rection of the growth
of the branch es in the proximal end of the rha bdosome), which alone wo uld not be sufficient fo r the
discri mination of a mor phospec ies as cur rently defined, but which doubtl essly produce a cumulative effect
influen cing the co urse of the phylogen y.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE PERIODS OF STASIS
WITHIN THE LINOGRAPTID LINEAGE
Th e populati ons (chro node mes) of Neo diversograptus nilssoni from the nilsson i Zo ne were co mposed
of two distin ct morphot ypes: ( I) the standard monogr apt id for m with a uniram ou s rha bdosome and (2) the
diversograptid fo rm with a biram ous (bipo lar) rhabdo so me . Altho ug h the latt er morphot ype is rare as
co mpared wi th the sta ndard one, it see ms that the di versograp tid fo rm was a stea dy compo nen t of the N.
nilssoni populati on s. On e may conclude that in spite of the disco nti nuity of the ph en otype, both mo rphs
co-occure d withi n a single breedin g co mmunity and most pro ba bly we re ca pa ble of intercrossin g.
Essent ially, the di ver sograp tid morph is merel y a more advanced (ex te nded) astogenet ic stage of the
standard mon ograpt id morph. T herefore its scarcity may be ascribed to the de layed ex press io n of the
co lony's ability to ge ne rate a sicular clad ium in the co urse of the astogeny. Few colon ies sur vive lon g
enough to be able to form one. Thus the age struct ure of the po pulation and the rare occ ur rence of old
colonies within a give n pop ulat ion co uld be respon sible for the sca rcity of the bipo lar phen otype. Yet it
is rather certa in that o ne co uld regard the mon ograptid and the diversogra ptid phe notypes as an insta nce
of genetic pol ym orphism and their steady co -occ ure nce as a result of balanced polym orph ism s.
Th e rel ative num er ical abundance of N. beklemishevi in the scanicus Zone most prob abl y mean s the
atta ining of another ada ptive equili bri um at a new stage of the morph olo gical evolutio n represent ed by
a novel morphological norm. Th e earlie r forma tio n of the sic ular cl ad ium as a result of an astoge ne tic
acce lera tio n (see p. 247 herein ) led to an incre ase in the number of di versograptid morphs within each
chro node me , ass uming that the age struc ture of the populati on s had not cha nge d since nilssoni. Th e
rhabd osom es which at the ea rly stage of astog eny represent ed the juvenile, mon ograptid morph we re later
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Fig . 11
A tentat ive scheme showing the ran ge and trend s in variati on of Lino graptus po sthumus (Reinhard RICHTER, 1875 ) as
reve aled by number of cladia (procladium + sicular cladia, N) in popu lation s from sucess ive time -levels (T) . 1-5 turning
point s in the phylogeny: 1- 2 trend toward polybrachiate conditi on , 2-3 gradual decrease in the number of cladia until
four -bran ched (tetrameric) co ndition is attained (3-4), being a structural foundation for compound colonie s of Abiesgraptus
(4-5) . Changes in number of sicular cladia are associ ated with sporadic appearence of lateral (thecal) cl adia as noted by
asterisks (*) .The taxonomi c status of Lochko vian Linograptu s is uncertain as it may represent juvenile colon ies of Abiesgraptus. Based mainl y on data from JAEGER 1959 , 1969 and TELLER 1964 .

replaced by more advanced diver sogra ptid (bipo lar) growth stages. An accelerated rea lization of the
diversograptid rhabdosome may be ascribed to the actio n of selective force s favouri ng an earl ier expression of the adva ntageous phenotype.
It is highly probable that some fract ion of the N. beklemishevi rhabdoso mes attai ned a multira mous
stage, thus rese mbling and foreshadowing the pattern of the Linograptus colonies.

Linograp tus posth umus, a represe ntative of the genus in the Upper Siluria n of Europe characte ristically
occurs in large popul ations, frequently displaying mass occurrences (as pointed by J A EGER 1959: p. 153,
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"In Bereich gro sster Haufigkeit werden viele Schi chtflachen wie ein Teppich von den langen Zweigen
bedeckt.,.").
Thi s obviously is an indic ation of a great evolutionary success of the species and doubtless evidence
of its adaptive equilibrium. The same is indic ated by a wide geographic distribution of L. posthumus and
the considerable duration of the species.
The occurence in large population s and a high perfection of adaptation resulted in the stabilization of
the morphological norm, with only restricted evolutionary changes ob served. These were expressed in
minor changes of the width of the branches (L. posthumus posthumus and the subspecies tenu is) and
possibly also in the certain zonal evolution of the number of cladia generated. Somewhat contradictory
data (JAEGER 1954; TELLER 1964) were later summarized by JAEGER (1969, 1978) who posited directional
evolution in a number of the cladia. The earlier populations are marked by a greater variation with
a con siderable share of multiramous colonies, sometimes exceeding 10 cladia (Ludfordian, Pridoli), whil st
the later ones (Lochkovian) display a certain reduction of vari ation with a distinct predominance of
tetraramous form s. The last named morphotype served as a morphologic al foundation for the origin of
Abiesgraptus (Fig. 11).
The recognition of linograptid ori gin of Abiesgraptu s and the reconstruction of the main stages of its
astogeny we owe to the penetratin g study by JAEGER (1959). Abiesgraptus appe ars for the first tim e in
the uniformis Zone of Thuringia and dis sappears in the pra ehercynicus Zone or in the lowermost portion
of the hercyni cus Zone (JAEGER 1954). However, LENZ (1988 ) found specialized abiesgraptid s as high as
Pragi an of Arctic Canada (p. 261). Its pre viou sly restricted geographic distribution has recently been found
equ al to that in Linograptu s, whil e the stratigraphic duration of the genu s is much shorter. According to
JAEGER (1959), Abiesgraptus, from its first appearance, featured a distinct and highly regul ar morphological pattern of the rhabdo som e. Som e differences in the width of branches, the size and number of lateral
thecal cladi a make it possibl e to distinguish 3 concurrent form s forma lly recognized as species, but the
biol ogical value of the obser ved differences is obscure.

THE NATURE OF THE SPECIA TION EVENTS IN LINOGRAPTIDS
Som e of the spec iation eve nts (transfo rmations) observed in linograptids seem to involve the mechanism of pol ymorphi sm. Th eir prim aril y monomorphic populations became pol ymorphic due to the appearance of discrete morphs eo-occurring within a single breed ing co mmunity. Thi s is especially apparent in
the case of Neodi versograptus nil ssoni and prob abl y also in the Lin ograptus/Abiesgraptus transition
(herein, pp. 257-258). As such morphs are kept in a popul ation at more or less stable frequences, and the
ensuin g situation may be regarded as tantamount to balanced pol ymorphism , one of the classical
microe voluti onary mech ani sms! In spite of considerable mo rpholo gical differenc es betw een the new
(mutant) morph and the primary (" wild") one , they composed a single breeding community. Although
variation was repr esent ed by discrete cl asses, their repr odu ction was prob ably continuous.
A similar situation is described in JAANUSSON's (1981 ) model of a dith yrial population, which opens
up alterna tive pathw ays of furth er evolution. Th e linograptid s, however, tend ed to use only one opportunit y, that of eliminating one morph and fixing the oth er throu gh a shift to transient polymorphism. The
imm edi ate effect was the lack of splitting of the lineage (bifurcation). Thu s the mechani sm of tran sient
pol ymorphi sm may be largely responsible for the preser vation of the cohes ion of the sequential linograptid
spec ies and for the prevalan ce of the anagenet ic component ove r the clado gen etic one in their evolution
(cf. p. 262 herein). In the cas e of N. nilssoni/N. beklemishevi transiti on , one could visualize the fixati on
of diversograptid morph in terms of geological time, as a rath er rapid shift. Biolo gically, how ever, such
change could occur throu gh grea t number of generations . Th e resulting mon om orphic population s, probably appea red prior to L. p rogenitor Zon e, and due to it morphologi cal feature s should still be assigned
to N. nilssoni. Hence the shift in polymorphi c co mpos ition of the ancestral species, had only infraspecific
con sequences. It was only later evo lution, which invol ved gradual micro evoluti onary changes (" improve ment s") of diversograptid morph (Fig . 12A-C), that brou ght tran sspecific effects.
One can assume that in spite of their distin ct macro evolutionary bearing, spec iational events in
linograpt ids were governed by classical microe volutionary mechanisms (balanced and tran sient polymorphi sm ). At the same tim e, ge neration of variation invol ved sharp morphological discontinuities com-
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Early evoluti on of linograptid s explained in terms of genetic polym orph ism : A, monomorph ic popul ations of the ancestral
species, composed solely of monograpt id (unipolar) colonies; A' , B, appeara nce of polim orphi sm due to origin of diversograptid (B) morph and its eo-oc curren ce with monograptid (A ') one, Morph ologically both morph s (M) represented discret e
phenotyp es, but reproductively were interb reeding (R I) ' Thi s single breeding community corresponds to balanced polym orph ism and may be classified as dith yrial population, as it opens alternative pathw ays of furth er evolution (symbolized by the
two gates!) . The later breakin g down of the common breedin g sys tem occ urred prob ably due to selection against the
heterozygotes (R 2) and implies transient polym orph ism. Furth er evo lution included elimination of the monograpt id morph
(A') as well as the survival and subseq uent improve ments of diversograptid morph (B).

bined with reproducti ve cont inuity with in the population . Thi s sing le process act s as a len s focusing
theoretical postulates of both gradualism and pun ctu alism . Moreover, one cann ot rea sonably insist on the
decoupling of micro- and macroevolution. There is also more evidenc e of the significance of pol ymorphism and shifts from its balanced form s to the tran sient ones in the evoluti on of graptoloids (cf. S KEVI NGT ON
1967 for Ni cholson ograptus, and URBAN EK 1970 for the appearance of so-ca lIed veliger morph in Bohemo graptus, as welI as RI CK ARDS et al. 1977, for the ori gin of an earl y monograptid, Monograptus ceryx,
from its biseri al glyptog raptid ances tor).
The thre e distin ct spec ies recogni zed within the ances tral-descenda nt sequence co mpos ing the linograptid lineage as defin ed above (nilssoni- beklemis hev i- po sthumus) are linked by some populations
having a less definite taxonomic status . By definition , they co inc ide with the spec iation eve nts, und er stood
herein as periods of relati ve condensation of phenotypic changes . Thu s an interm edi ate population ,
(sa mple A), occ urs between N. nil ssoni and N. beklemishevi. Thi s is indi cated by its position (a Balti c
erra tic boulder from the para scan icus Zone), that is distin ctly above the top of the nilssoni Zon e, but
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somewhat lower than the occurences of typical N. beklemi sh evi. As seen in Fig . 3A , specimens from such
a popul ation display a combination of characters typic al of anc estral N. nil ssoni (e.g . a single sicular
c1adium with a holoperipheral 12 !) as well as of the descend ant species N. bekl emi sh evi (a sy mmetric
posit ion of the dorsal apertural spine.).
In spite of the incompletness of the record (see p. 250 for the sugg ested explanation ), the occurrence
of such intermediate form s is indicati ve of an ess entially gradual course of phenotypic changes between
the typic al populations of both the species in question.
Althou gh the struc ture of the sicula is diffi cult to reco gnize on flatt ened forms, the specimens of
N. nil ssoni described by P ALMER (1971 ) from Long Mountain, Welsh Borderl and seem to show both an
asy mmetric dor sal apertural spine (his fig. 4) as well as a symmetric one (shown in his fig. 6). The
stratigraphic position of both form s is defined as the nilssoni Zone , but the symmetric siculae probably
develop ed somewhat later and might occupy the intermediate position similar to that of population
A described above.
Anoth er intermediate popul ation , named B, was reco gni zed in the leintwardinensis Zone (the Mielnik
deep borin g). The rhabdosomes has ess entially bekl emishevi-like siculae, but showes a linograptid divergence of the dorsal spine (D A) of some 150°. Thi s contras ts with the straight, forward-oriented dorsal
apertural spine of the metasicula in the N. beklemishevi populations from the underlying scanicus Zone s.
Thi s structure might have preceded the .restructuring of the sicula exhibited by more advanced linograptids . There were two stages in this restructuring, namely the change in the proportion of the sicular
seg ments and a fairl y radical tran sform ation of the virgella . Th e former led to a certain increase in the
total length of the sicula, with a grea ter share of the prosicul a and a proportion al shorte ning of the
metasicul a. Morphologically, these changes are not especiall y impressive. Biolo gic aly, however, they may
be quit e important (see p. 249 herein ).
The transformation of the virge lla into a robu st rod which terminates with a virge llarium - a spec ialized
apparatus of a largely enigmatic functi on - is a more spectac ular event. The starting point of this
transformation may be see n in deviation of the virgella in adva nced popul ation s of N. beklemishev i (Fig.
3C), attai ning some 20-22°, equal to that in L. posth umu s and twice as big as in typical N. beklemi shevi
(10-1 2°). As traced in the fossil record ava ilable, the emergence of the virgellarium see ms to be abrupt,
since the Lower Pfidoli colonies alrea dy displ ay a compl ete apparatus (p. 240 herein ). S TORCH (1995) has
recentl y found typic al virge llaria in Linograptus posth umus from the kozlowskii Zone (ear ly Ludfordian )
of the Barrandi an area . However, there is little doubt that the sudden appearance of a "ready- made"
compl ex structure is only an effect of the incompletn ess of the record , as well as the ex treme fragility of
the virgellarium, which happens to be preserved onl y very rarely.
In general, it see ms fair to co ncl ude that the differences bet ween N. bekl emishevi and L. posthumus
exceed those between N. nil ssoni and N. beklemi shevi, and that a cert ain discontinuity reco gnized here is
onl y to some extent brid ged by intermediate popul ation B (see diagram , Fig . 17 suggesting a change in
the direction of the evolution). Ranked taxonomically, the se result s can be evaluated as the appearance of
a new genus.
The scarcity of tran sient populations between N. nilssoni and N. bekl emishevi as well as between the
latter and L. posthumus can eas ily be ascribed to facial changes involving both the palaeoenvironmental
and the presevational factors.
However, the entirety of the data are indi cative of a probably non-rand om nature of this scarc ity as
other graptolite lineages flouri shed in the epicontinental Ludlow seas of Eur ope durin g the nilsso ni-beklem ishevi interval. It see ms that temp or arily the num erical abunda nce of the linograpt ids must have been
drastically reduced as they were simply outco mpeted by cucull ograptid s at least in the shelf biota. Thi s
does not exclude, however, their greater abundance in the neriti c and pel agic realm s. Great biotic changes
in the leintwardinensis Zone ( U RBANEK 1970 ) triggered not only the exc tinction o f cucullograptids, but
also, with a certa in delay, the reappearance of the linograptids in the shelf waters; it opened new prospe cts
for other surviv ors as well, namely neocucullograptids. A great abunda nce of L. posthumus after the
extinction of the last named group during the Neocucullog raptus kozlowskii Event , obse rved in the Mieln ik
bore co re, may also be interpreted as ev ide nce of a co mpetitive repl acem ent.
A close relation ship between Linograptus posthumus and Abiesg raptus tenuiram osus is indicated by the
linograptid stage in the astoge ny of the latter species. However, from its first appearance, Abiesgraptus has
all its characteristic features fully developed. The y include: a tetrameric (four-branched) foundation of the
rhabdo some; an abilit y to generate, on the main branch es of the rhabdo some , paired lateral thecal c1adia with
a regular spacing between them ; and a secondary flattening of the central (sicular) portion of the rhabdo some ,
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i.e. the spreading of the four main cladia in one plane and the obliteration of the divergence angle between
the branches at the proximal end, which was characteristic of Linograptus. The two first features emerged
gradually in the zonal evolution of the Linograptus populations. Thus, the four-branched rhabdosome became
the predominanting form of the colony within the Lochkovian populations of L. posthumus, producing in
this way a necessary prerequisite for the origin of Abiesgraptus (p. 241).
As was directly observed in the Linograptus posthumus specimens from the uniformis Zone (JAEGER
1969), the proximal part of the giant tetraramous rhabdosomes produced regular quadrants with the angles
between the armpits being nearly orthogonal (measured angles are 80-100° and frequently 90 °). These
large-sized colonies were "floating crosses", with distal parts of their cladia bending freely due to their
natural flexibility. In the vicinity of the sicula, the distances between the zooids situated on the adjacent
cladia were small and consequently their depletion zones were overlapping. This probably resulted in
a severe competition among the proximally placed zooids. The situation was improving in the course of
the growth and expansion of the colony, due to increasing distances between more distally placed zooids.
As the growth progressed, the terminal zooids situated on the tips of the expanding colony were in
a favourable position, having no competition. However, the total harvesting efficiency of the colony was
deteriorating, due to a fairly rapid increase of the area available as compared with the moderate increase
of the number of zooids present. More and more area remained underutilized and the terminal zooids more
and more "lonely" (a similar conclusion was reached by JAEGER 1969: pp. 493-494). The rotation of the
rhabdosome.could only partly improve the harvesting efficiency and large-sized tetraramous colonies
remained rather inefficient. In terms of the utilization of the resources available, such colonies were
probably less effective than their Ludfordian-Pfidoli forerunners , with several cladia radiating from the
sicula and penetrating more or less uniformly the surrounding space. A radical improvement did not come
until the lateral cladia were invented. Situated on the main cladia and oriented normally to them (Fig. 6,
L), they penetrated the free space available within the armpits of tetrameric colonies. Such pattern ensured
a better use of the resources around the colony (see also JAEGER 1969: p. 494). Therefore, the appearance
of the lateral cladia, even sporadic and irregular, presented a distinct adaptive advantage over the tetraramous rhabdosome and was favoured by selection. Hence, I see the origin of Abiesgraptus (discussed at
some details below) as a process controlled by a strong selection pressure.
From the above considerations one can deduce that the increase of the number of zooids in each cladium
should follow the formula: N = k I, where k is a specific coefficient showing the increase of the number
of thecae per l mm (for L. posthumus its value is about 0.7), and I is the distance from the sicula (in mm) .
Hence, the total number of thecae in a tetraramous colony is 4N. On the other hand the area (a) exploited
by a given colony at a certain growth stage is equal to the surface of a circle with a radius I, namely a =
1t 12 . The harvesting potential of the colony may be estimated using the relation 4N/a. Some parameters
for a growing L. posthumus colony are shown on Fig. 13A, B.
One more measure is the degree of "loneliness" of the terminal zooids situated on the growing tips of
the colony, namely the calculation of the distance of each zooid from its terminally situated neighbour on
an adjacent cladium. With a certain simplification (small differences in the length of cladia being neglected), this distance (d) may be calculated from the formula, d = 8. From this it follows that contrasts
which develop in a growing Linograptus colony are caused by the arithmetic progression of the number
of zooids N, and the geometric progression of the area exploited, a.
The ability to form lateral thecal cladia appeared early in the phylogeny of the linograptid lineage.
This may be indicated by the sporadic occurencies of such cladia, either paired (TELLER 1964, on
a three-branched rhabdosome from the early Pfidoli) or single asymmetric (JAEGER 1969, from the early
Lochkovian on a four-branched rhabdosome) . The irregular generation of thecal cladia in L. posthumus
could be interpreted as an imperfection of the morphogenetic control of this evolutionary novelty, which
later was subject to a rigid pattern formation. The horizontal disposition of the three cladia radiating
from the sicula probably means the reestablishment of the N. beklemishevi condition of growth and per
se is rather a minor change. Combined, however, these three features brought about the origin of
Abiesgraptus.
The Linograptus/Abiesgraptus transition was in fact rather unconventional, namely it was a transformation in large sympatric populations. Both parameters - the sympatry and the large size of populations
involved are in strong opposition to the recent orthodoxy in the field of the origin of species (MAYR 1982) .
In the latter parameter (large population size), the appearance of Abi esgraptus also differs from two other
instances of species transformation in the linograptid lineage, suggesting a certain reduction of the
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Fig. 13
Stages in the development of c1adia (A) and main parameters (B) in a growing tetraramous Linograptus colony . Rapid
expansion of the colony due to budding of new zooids on the growing tips of four c1adia led to an increase of their total
number (4N) and to elongation of each c1adium (I, in mm). Increase of distance s (d) between zooids reduces the competition
between individual zooids, thus improving their feeding conditions. At the same time the geometric progression of the area
(a) of the potential exploitation (shown for the convenience in cm? ) and the relation 4N/a (shown for the convenience x 10)
are indicative of an increasing underutiliz ation of the resource s potentaill y available as the colony expands. For further
explanations see text.

population size at least in the epicontinental seas and the bottlenecking of the lineage (see p. 250). A fairly
rapid morphological evolution as observed in the Linograptus/Abiesgraptus transition, suggests that
graptolites, possibly hermaphroditic clonal organisms, were capable of using some "non-conventional"
mechanisms, e.g. self-fertilization followed by instant homozygotization (cf. URBAN EK 1990). Although
purely hypothetical, such mechanisms shed some light on this otherwise paradoxical pattern of species
transformation.
The record available does not permit a safe recognition of the mode of speciation in A. tenuiramosus.
JAEGER (1959) was convinced that in the praehercynicus time Linograptus posthumus and Abiesgraptus
tenuiramosus had been two morphological forms of the same breeding community, and at that time they
could have been assigned to a single species. This still leave s room for different interpretations. Were
these forms two morphs (namely, the linograptid morph which was not capable of attaining the abiesgraptid growth stage and the abiesgraptid morph proper which passed through an earlier linograptid
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reduction in the number of cladia ,
appearance of tetrameric,
planar colonies (para-Abiesgraptus,
late Pfldoll-Lochkovlanj)

multiramous colonies with "pendent"
direction of growth at the proximal end
(true Linograptus, Ludtordian-Pfidoll)

\

improvement of the patter through
rigid morphogenetic control
(true Abiesgraptus) . Attempts at further
branching (Lochkovian-Pragian)

\
c
four-branched planar colonies with
irregula rly placed lateral c1adia
(poto-Abiesgraptus, origin of the
adaptive syndrome, ?early Lochkovian)

B1
sporadic appearance of irregularly
placed , paired or single lateral
c1adia (pseudo-Abiesgraptus,
early Pi'idoli-Lochkovian)

Fig. 14
Conceptual diagram showing the main event s in the emergence of Ab iesgraptu s pattern of colony organization. Two
independent directions of changes leading to 8( and 8 2 may be derived from ance stral type of Linograptus, repre sented by A.
The crucial event is repre sented by C, where disparate features, acquired within these two lines , were combined into an
adaptive syndrome, later improved and transformed into the perfe ct, compound colony of Ab iesgraptu s (D). Further explanation s in text.

growth stage) , coexisting within a single population (polymorphism) or was every colony potentially
capable of attaining the abiesgraptid char acter s at some stage of the astogeny ? In the first case, the later
speciation resulted most probably from transient polymorphism with the elimination of the less adv anced
morph . The second possibility implies a gradual increase in frequency, expressivity and penetrance of
genetic factors respon sible for the formation of lateral cladia in tetraramous rhabdosomes, hence, a shift
of the mean towards a greater frequency of lateral branches, which started to appear at earlier stages of
astogeny (acceleration).
But was the story as simple as that ? I would argue for a different scenario of the Linograptus/Abiesgraptus transition in view of a gradual and heterochronic appearance of disparate abiesgraptid features
within the early linograptid populations . On one hand , some large-sized and four-branched Linograptus
colonies from the unifo rmis Zone are still deprived of thecal cladia (JAEGER 1969) , on the other, lateral
branches may occur as early as the lower Pfidoli and be situated on three-branched colonies (TELLER
1964). It is clear, therefore, that the potential for generation of lateral cladia appeared early in the
phylogeny and obviously was not correlated with the simultaneous formation of tetraramous conditions.
The interpretation which, in my opinion best fits the record seems that which claims that the morphotypes
shown on Fig. 14 B I and B 2, and tentatively named pseudo-Abiesgraptus and para-Abiesgraptus, evolved
within two different semispecies . Each of them showed a distinct trend in variation, directed towards
the formation of either a tetrameric foundation of the rhabdo some (tetra) or lateral branches (lat). This
may explain the disparate origin of both features , which was followed by a secondary integration of the
species genetic system by means of hybrydization or introgression (Fig. l4C). As a result the two
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Fig. 15
Ideogram showi ng the significance of presumed patchin ess in linograptid distribution for the disparate origin of evo lutionary
novelties. Upper part of the figur e: the occasio nal gene flow due to migration (black arrows. S) between individual patche s
A, B, C, with different geneti c structure (1-3), ensures the appeara nce of a co mpo und genotype in C , which subsequently
may spread (white arrows, 4) due to its high fitne ss. Lower part of the figure: a similar effect due to the merging of the
patch es AI and A z, fo llowed by an introgression (C l) and the appearance of a compo und genotype. Fit genotype may later
spread rapidl y (white arrows, 4) .

independently acquired unit characters tetra and lot , becam e co mponents of a single synthetic morphotype, repre sented by proto-Abiesgraptus (tetra-lot morphotype). The above con siderations may be tabulated as follows:
morph otypesl
popul ations

tetra

lat

8)

-

82

+

+
-

C

+

+

Note : 81, 8 2 and C refer to Fig. 14.

The resultin g compound rhabdo some displa yed an irregul ar branching pattern (inherited from pseudoAbiesgraptus), later subjec t to selection pressure and an increased morphogenetic control (Fig. 140). The
attainin g of the abiesgraptus stage in the morphological organization of the colony is clearl y a transspecific
event. As correctly emph asized by J AEG ER (1959 ), the origin of Abiesgraptus mean s the beginning of
a new direction of evolution with a new evolutionary prospect - the emergence of a new genu s seen in
statu nascendi .
It seems almost certain, that in the area of their distribution, planktic linograptids formed a system of
semi-isolated populations (patches). Patchiness is a remark able feature of plankton biolo gy recognized by
modern studies ( BOXS HA LL 1981; B ARRY and O AYTON 1991) and used in order to explain a number of
phenomena (such as sympatry of a great number of rather similar taxa or the "paradox of plankton" as
defin ed by H UTCHI NSON 1959, 1961). Each individual patch is in fact a huge deme of a certain duration
in time, the longevit y of a given patch being largely proportional to its size. Linograptid s as the domin ating
group of Late Siluri an macro zoopl ankton were surely subdivided into numerous and relati vely large
patches. Such spatial organization is considered by some authors (e.g., G RA NT 1977) to be most favourable
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Fig. 16
Possible genetic mechani sms involved in the emergence of an adapti ve syndrome. I - patches A, B, C comprising disparate
unit characters merge into a common megapopulation (II - ABC) enabling further recombination due to crossing. Ill-V
successive changes in the genetic structure of population from initial frequenci es (Po) of genes responsible for corresponding
unit characters (Ill), through their combinations (only some shown) displaying frequen cies P I-P4 controled by selection, until
superior genotype ABC appears (IV), and is fixed as an adaptive syndrome.

for macroevolutionary changes. Some of recent models advanced to explain genetic polymorphism in krill
popul ation s assume that pelagic plankton species are partitioned into numerous patches and that selection
is sensitive to differences betwe en the patches (AYALA and V ALENTINE 1979; B UCKLIN 1986) . I will
proceed from a similar assumption.
Each patch probably behaved as a partly autonomou s unit (Ha floating island") where vari ation , either
generated in situ or introduced by an occasional gene flow between the patches, accounted for more or
less unique genotypic combination s (Fig. 15A, B , AI ' A 2). One could believe that patchiness was involved
in producing the disparate Abiesgraptu s feature s and then bringing them together into a characteristic
compound or an adaptive syndrome (Fig. 15C, Cl )' The patchiness was probably responsible for the origin
and maintenance of distinct trend s in variation, interpreted abo ve as semispecies. Some events were taking
place in semi-isolated system s, producing distinct morphotypes. The cohe sion of species' genetic system
was, nevertheless, pres erved as the evolving populations eventually reunite due to hybridization or
introgression, before attaining the reproductive isolation.
The disparate origin of the adaptive characters may be due to a heterochronous and independent
appearance of the component part s ("unit characters" as tetra and lat, see above) . Each of them was
advantageous under cert ain circumstances, but when combined into a syndrome (a coordinated complex
structure, as tetra-lat), they produced the highest fitne ss, probably as a result of a synergetic effect. In the
instance repre sent ed by the Linograptu s/Abiesgraptu s transition , particular elements of the future adaptive
syndrome must have appeared successively in local populations (patches) to be later assembled by mean s
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of a sexual process into a syndrome (Fig. 16,1-11). The genetic and selective mechanisms that were most
likely involved in the syndrome formation are shown in Fig. 16, Ill-V. It is assumed that simple combinations (AB, BC, AC) had a selective advantage over single characters (A, B, C) and, in turn, the
compound genotype (ABC) was superior to all the remaining combinations. Such a piecemeal pattern of
the emergence of a complex adaptive structure seems not only more probable than its instant origin, but
is, at least partly, supported by the fossil record. Another remarkable feature of the LinograptuslAbiesgraptus phyletic transition is world-wide distribution (probably warm-water cosmopolitism) of both
ancestral and descendant species. This may imply a polycentric or even pantopic appearance of the new
species, over large areas within the range of the parental taxon, instead of its local, sympatric or allopatric
origin as usually presumed. It seems unlikely that such a wide geographical distribution could have been
attained due to migration within so limited a time.
The above disparate mode of the appearance of new characters in the linograptids is only a special
case of the mosaic course of evolution. This classic palaeontological rule (also known as the Watson Rule)
has recently been elevated by STEBBINS (1983) to the rank of "an integrating principle for the modern
synthesis".

EVIDENCE FOR PHYLETIC EVOLUTION
IN THE LINOGRAPTID LINEAGE
The evidence available indicates that throughout almost all its history the linograptid lineage was
represented, at any given time-level, by a single morphospecies. This is certainly true for the sequence:
Neodiversograptus nilssoni-N. beklemishevi-Linograptus posthumus. The subspecies of the latter, namely
L. posthumuus tenuis (JAEGER, 1959), is in every respect identical with the type species, except for smaller
size, and may rather represent a zonal variety. Less certain is the nature of Linograptus phillipsi described
by DECKER (1935, 1939) from North America . Its remains need a modern revision, but for the time being
it can be treated as a geographical variety of the European species, whilst var. multiramosus is simply an
astogenetic variant. Numerous subspecies or species of Linograptus erected by Hundt are all of preservational or astogenetic nature (see JAEGER 1959: pp. 143-144).
The Linograptus/Abiesgraptus transition as well as the later Abiesgraptus diversity need, however,
additional comments . The overlap in the vertical range of L. posthumus and A. tenuiramosus as observed
by JAEGER (1959) in the praehercynicus Zone may be more apparent than real, since juvenile rhabdosomes
of Abiesgraptus cannot be distinguished from the Linograptus colonies. This occurs because, in its
astogeny, Abiesgraptus possesses the Linograptus growth stage (compare p. 241 herein) which can be
identified taxonomic ally as Linograptus. Thus, this overlap is most probably illusory and does not mean
a real eo-occurrence of the two species in question . As mentioned above, it is more probable that A.
tenuiramosus originated from L. posthumus by means of sympatric transformation and replaced it as a
new chronospecies, after its disparate characters were united into a syndrome.
The next case to be explained in the context of the phyletic nature of the evolutionary changes in
linograptids is the "terminal variation" of Abiesgraptus expressed in relatively small differences in the
width and the size of the branches. This variation was used to discriminate formally valid species, such
as A. multiramosus and A. longiramosus, both accompanying the standard form of A. tenuiramosus. This
may imply multiplication of species and branching of the lineage . However, even if these differences were
sufficient to distinguish separate species (which is not perfectly clear), the diversification, immediately
preceding the extinction of the lineage, occurred too late to change the general sequential nature of the
speciation events within linograptids (diagram Fig. 17). Another instance of increased morphological
diversification in phylogenetically late stages of Abiesgraptus lineage was described by LENZ (1988) . His
fragmentary specimens fromfanicus Zone (Pragian) of northern Yukon (Canada), exhibit first and second
order cladia, arising in pairs or singly from the primary stipe . Such features were never seen in earlier
representatives of the genus and the Yukon species marks the latest occurrence of the lineage . Most likely
it produced a short offshoot of the abiesgraptid stock, being the last attempt at a progressive development
of the compound rhabdosome. This attempt failed after a short success in a probably restricted area. Hence,
the latest representatives of Linograptinae display an increased amount of variation and a tendency towards
splitting of the lineage just before its final exinction. These phenomena may be best explained assuming
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SIMPSON'S (1944) idea that extinction in many cases is preceded by an increased splitting of the endangered
groups or lineages, trying to find out an adequate adaptive response to the changes of the environment.
The application of the morphological species concept to the evolution of lineages is in general charged
with danger of treating morphotypes as separate species. Thus common co-existence of two morphotypes,
A and B, might be interpreted as their eo-occurrence, whilst in fact they represent a polymorphic
population (a polymorphic chronodeme) rather than anything else. The same holds for the growth stages
in compound colonies, as is the case with the unipolar and bipolar stages of Neodiversograptus nilssoni
(or Linograptus/Abiesgraptus as discussed above) where astogenetic variants may be ranked systematically and treated as apparent instances of eo-occurrence,
As demonstrated by linograptids, a long-lasting phyletic evolution in a single lineage implies an unusual
cohesion of the genetic (and epigenetic) system of the species . In spite of their world-wide distribution,
Linograptus posthumus and Abiesgraptus spp. preserve a remarkably uniform morphology over vast areas.
They exhibit the phenomenon of warm-water cosmopolitism, a common feature of recent plankton. The
genetic and phenetic cohesion allowing such species , both extant and fossil, to avoid the consequences of
isolation by distance, presents one of the unresolved "paradoxes of plankton".
The evaluation of the entire picture of the linograptid evolution is an uneasy task . Following the
reasoning presented by HALLAM (1982) for Jurassic Gryphaea, the periods with an increased rate of
morphological changes observed in the phylogeny of the linograptid monophyletic lineage may formally
be interpreted as punctualism. This is, however, an extrapolation of the primary meaning of the notion
directly related to the multiplication of species and branching of a lineage (ELDREDGE and GOULD 1972) .
Neither the Gryphaea nor the Linograptinae provide convincing evidence for branching events (bifurcation) and consequently there is no stratigraphic overlap between the ancestral and the descendant species.
Members of the lineage are in both cases sequential species (chronospecies), displaying, however, an
increased rate of morphological changes during the periods coinciding with transformation (phyletic
speciation). The term punctualism can safely be applied to describe the changes observed in the lineage
of Metrarabdotos, a Neogene bryozoan, where each speciation is associated with the branching of the
lineage and the eo-occurrence of the parental and the daughter species (CHEETHAM 1987) . In linograptids,
the morphological changes are not so strongly punctuated (in Metrarabdotos, morphological changes
within the confines of the species are practically equal to zero, and the entire morphological change is
due to speciation; in the Gryphaea, the situation is largely similar), and the stasis does not mean an almost
complete arrest of change. Taking into account the sequential nature of the linograptid species and the
above-mentioned characteristic of the speciational events in their lineage, one could perhaps define this
mode of evolution as quasi-punctuated. A number of technical terms were suggested to describe this
situation, which only partly correponds to the punctuated model of speciation (condensation of morphological change in time but no splitting and prevalence of anagenesis), to mention only punctuated
gradualism (FENSTER et al. 1989) or punctuated stasis (SPRINGER and MURPHY 1994).

LINOGRAPTID PHYLOGENY AS AN INSTANCE
OF MACROEVOLUTION
As compared with a number of classical examples of macroevolution, frequently quoted in the neontological (e.g. Darwin's finches of the Galapagos Islands and the Hawaiian honey creepers) and current
palaeontological literature (ELDREDGE 1989), linograptids possess some unique features. First of all they
represent a single lineage, almost devoid of any offshoots, that is an unbroken chain of the ancestral-descendant succession of populations. The pattern of linograptid evolution is therefore characterized by
a strong anagenetic component and a very weak cladogenetic component (as defined by HUXLEY 1958
and applied to graptolites by BULMAN 1963).
The predominance of anagenesis in the linograptid evolution is most probably the result of long-lasting
directional selection leading to the step wise improvements of the adaptive type through distinct structural
changes of the colony organization. The absence of a pronounced tendency toward multiplication of the
species speaks for a great cohesion of the population genetic pool at any particular time , most probably
due to a strong action of stabilizing selection associated with the directional vector of selective forces.
Stabilizing selection counteracted any disruptive effects or splitting the genetic system of the species . As
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a result, the linograptid evolutionary changes
were strongly canalized, and the main "trials"
tenninal
diversification
concentrated along the pathways leading towards
multiramous compound colonies.
Within this single line of descent the LinoA. tenuiramosus
graptinae realized large-scale evolutionary
Ablesgraptus
change s, producing new patterns of colon y orgaLinograptus
nization and at least three distinct adaptive types.
slow transfonnation
in large populations
In consequence, the entire evolutionary potential
of evol ving populations was profoundly chan ged.
The appearance of new transspecific taxa (3 genera, 1 subfamily), new structural types , and great
appearanceof abiesgraptid-like
adapti ve (ecogenetic) consequences are prima
phenodeviants
facies characteri stic s of macroevolution. Ample
speciation may logically be co nsidered only a
side-effect of macroe volution, but not a primary
long lasting adaptive equilibrium
feature of the process. Such commonly cited
large populations
examples of macroe volution as the Hawaian
honey creepers or the Galapagos finches displa y
L. posthumus
a distinct prevalence of speciation over morphoLinograptus
logical changes, with the key structural type reNeodiversograptus
maining little affected by evolutionary chan ge.
radical change of adaptive type
They are more representative as illustration s of
restructuring of sicula
adaptive radiation than as exponents of mactransient population B
roevolution. Such instance s were used for punctualistic generalizations concerning the predoadaptive equilibrium
minance of the speciational component in maclarge populations
roevolution over the phyletic one. The histor y of
the Linograptinae offers a different logic and cor- N. beklem ishevi
robor ates the oppo site view (see Fig. 17).
transient population A
The case of the Linograptinae undermines the
common belief based on a punctu alistic approach
gradual transformations
in reduced populations
that an increase in the rate of morphological
bottlenecking of the lineage?
changes, followin g a period of stasis, necessarily
or almost univer sally mean s branching of the liadaptive equilibrium
large populations
neage (splitting or multiplication). It may equally
N.
nilssoni
represent an accelerated phyletic transform ation,
that is sequential replac ement of one chronospecie s by the other (cf. p. 253). The stasis as
obser ved in linograptids means a slowdown of
,
from L.? sherrardae
the morphol ogical rate of evo lution, rather than a
complete arrest of chan ge. Durin g the stasis the
Fig . 17
microe volutionary mech anisms might accumu- Diagram sho w ing the main featur es of evoluti on in Linograplate variation of great significance for the pros- tin ae. N ote the posible bottleneckin gs of the lineage, the posipective evolution. The phenotypic expression of ti on of tra nsi tio nal populati ons A and B , as w ell as th e tr ansthese newly appeared variants exhibits a low de- formatio n in large popul ati ons and the term in al spli tti ng of th e
gree of morphogenetic control which is mani- lin eage, before the fi nal ex ti nctio n. Further explanations in
text.
fested by the changin g localization of the gene
action and an imperfect symmetry of the phenodeviant s (cf. p. 256 herein).
Theoretical model s of macroe volution are usually based on generalization s of large bodie s of empirical
data combined with some deduction s from the accepted theories in different fields of biological sciences.
A single case can hardly be used in their falsification since they could only be tested against a larger class
of emp irical data. Neverth eless, it is always important to see to what extent the parameters of the
phenomena observed fall within the range of values or predictions compatible with the current hypothe ses
or models.
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In this review I will con sider only some co nclusions which can be drawn from the linograptid case
against a wider theoretical background.
The evolution of linograptids offers no evidence in support of salt ationary concepts of macroevolution.
There are no data indicative of a sudden appearance of new structural types which could have been ascribed
to large mutational events. Though the generation of a new cladium doe s produce an abrupt phenotypic
effect, the discontinuity here is secondary, due to a meristic nature of the character involved (an increase
in the number of morphological unit s, a sort of polymerization). However, it is clear that the new patterns
were fixed in a stepwise manner, the entire picture suggesting an additive piecemeal "technology" rather
than gre at evolutionary leap s. The pre sen ce of well-defined, but intergrading chronospecie s, whose phenotypical trait s are gradually modified, may be better explained within a neo-Darw inian paradigm.
The pattern of the lino graptid evolution onl y partl y corres ponds to the pun ctuational model. Thus
phenomenologically, the stas is ob ser ved in the lino graptid species equals that distin gui shed by punctualism , but it should probably be ascribed to a certain mode of action of natural selection. There is no
sub stantiation for the essential decoupling of micro- and macroevolution, and frequently the microevolutionary changes have a great bearing on the phylogen etic future of the species (see also URBANEK 1970 ).
The bottleneckin g without the splitting of the lineage, as obser ved in the nilssonilb eklemishevi and
beklemishevilposthumu s tran sitions, does not fully co rrespond to the model of rapid speciation as suggested by the conce pt in que stion . Such eve nts as gradual transformation in large population s (L. posthumus/A. tenui ramasus ) or major morphologic al tran sit ions within a single lineage should be considered by
punctualism as practicall y impo ssibl e or quit e exc eptional. It is also very diffi cult to make inferences
about the causes of past processes from the information ava ilable presently on spec iation. Opinion is still
strongly di vided into the adherent s of founder- induced speci ation, which ascribe grea t role to the bottlenecking as a precondition for genetic revolution (CARSON and TEMPLETON 1984), and the followe rs of
a quite oppos ite view that speciation may proceed in moderate or even large size population s by gradual
divergen ce of gene pool s (BARTON and CHAR LESWORTH 1984). The linograptid case offers some support
for the view that both modes of spec iation may be involved in the evoluti on of a sing le lineage (Fi g. 17).
The abiesg raptid gro wth pattern of the co lony see ms to be adaptively superio r to that represented by
the majorit y of Lower Ordo vician multiramous colo nies (the An isograptidae and Dichograptidae). Branching in the last nam ed gro ups was based on planar bifurcation at a certa in ang le, and the continuing growth
of the rha bdosome (elonga tion and dichotom y) was co nstrained by the mutu al imp inging of the stipes .
Such conditions imp osed important limit ations on the branch configuration in the Ordovician multiramous
groups . Abiesg raptids so lve this problem in a more satisfactory way, because their lateral branches,
although plana r, are parallel and situated on the two oppos ite main br anches, thu s excluding any impingin g
(Fig. 6). It is obvious that the appearance of this improved pattern was preceded by less fit "trials", some
of which were eliminated by natural selection.
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PLATE I

1-5 . Early stages of cladial generation (la, 2, 3), details of virgellarium (lb) and thecal characters (4, 5) in
Linograptus posthumus (Reinhard RICHTER, 1875); Ia sicula with theca I J of the procladium and theca 12 of
the first sicular cladium . Note the presence of virgellarium (Vg) preserved in its relation to the sicula and shown
in an additional aspect (I b); 2, 3 slightly deformed apertures of metasicula (Si) with sicular cladia radiating
from it; 4, 5 apertural parts of distal thecae with genicular ventral wall and aperturallip somewhat introverted.
Mielnik-I borehole : I depth 792.25 m, early Ludfordian, acer Zone, x 75; 2, 3 depth 764.15 m, late Ludfordian,
protospineus Zone, 2 x lOO; 3 x 175; 4, 5 depth 873.60 m, early Ludfordian inexspe ctatus -kozlowskii Interzone.
Si - sicula, Vg - virgellarium , 11_1 3 - first thecae of respective cladia.
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